
Renowned  Labor  Lawyer  Jorge
Sales  Boyoli  Leads  Team
Joining  Littler  in  Mexico
City
Littler, the world’s largest employment and labor law practice
representing management, today announced the addition of four
attorneys  and  one  law  clerk  to  its  Mexico  City  office.
Shareholder  Jorge  Sales  Boyoli  was  previously  a  founding
partner and managing director of Bufete Sales Boyoli, a labor
and  employment  law  boutique  that  he  dissolved  in  joining
Littler. He arrives with former Sales Boyoli associates Jesús
S. Escárcega Martínez, Erik Daniel García Coronel and Valeria
Cutipa  Hernández,  as  well  as  law  clerk  Sofia  Hernández
Gutiérrez.

Boyoli is well-known for advising clients on individual labor
litigation, collective matters and procedural labor law, and
has  handled  high-profile  union  matters  in  a  variety  of
industries. including electrical utilities, renewable energy,
transportation  and  entertainment.  He  regularly  represents
clients in collective contract negotiations, strikes and other
matters against some of the country’s largest unions on behalf
of major local and international employers.

Boyoli graduated, with special mention, from the law school of
the Universidad Panamericana and received a master’s degree in
Strategic  Management  of  Human  Capital  at  the  Universidad
Anáhuac  del  Sur.  He  is  active  in  the  International  Bar
Association; the Mexican Institute of Financial Executives;
the  Mexican  Direct  Selling  Association;  and  the  National
Association  of  Business  Lawyers,  where  he  was  National
Coordinator  of  the  Labor  Law  Committee.  Boyoli  regularly
speaks and publishes on labor, human resources and management
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issues.

Boyoli brings with him an experienced team of employment and
labor lawyers, including Escárcega who guides clients through
various aspects of litigation, from pre-litigation disputes to
post-judgement  settlements.  In  addition  to  advocating  for
clients in the courtroom, he advises on resolving disputes
before litigation arises. García is a litigator and counselor
on labor law matters. He counsels employers on litigation
strategy, human resources matters, proper labor documentation,
benefits  and  contract  negotiations  and  employee  disputes.
Cutipa is counselor on labor law matters.

This team’s addition follows the arrival of senior associate
Jorge Cerda Chapa to Littler’s Monterrey office in May.

 


